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I n the translation scene, Donny 
Smith is a talented artist 
who spins Turkish poetry into 

English. His upcoming book in print, 
"Üvercinka" (Igeonwoma), which is 
a co-translation of Cemal Süreya's 
1958 debut collection, will be 
released this month. Smith's other 
translations of Lâle Müldür's poetry 
in "I Too Went to the Hunt of the 
Deer," and his own poetry collection, 
"Was Gone and Has Gone and Was 
Gone," were published in 2008. 
He will be reading selections from  
"Üvercinka" with Ersan Üldes this 
month at Molly's Café.

First things first, why translate 
Cemal Süreya?
He’s actually one of the most 
interesting Turkish poets. I mean, 
there are a lot of interesting people 
in Turkish poetry, but the themes of 
his poetry tend to be sex, sex and 
a strange mix of love, and the joy of 
living [that’s not] melancholic, but a 
kind of acknowledgement that life is 
hard and yet it's nice. The language 
is just so insane, and he hasn't been 
translated much. He's difficult to 
translate. The imagery and the way 
he just completely breaks and bends 
Turkish grammar; the fact that his 
vocabulary is strange... He likes to 
use obscure words. He is actually 
Kurdish, but very little Kurdish 
actually appears in his poetry. It's 
just bizarre, surreal poetry that's 
also very Turkish. Often because of 
the way he really bends a sentence, 

it's hard to tell exactly what it 
means and it's because he's doing 
something new.
What would you say were the 
influences on Süreya's poetry 
from outside Turkey?
Cemal Süreya lived in Paris for a 
while. He actually translated lots 
of French poetry. If you look at his 
books of translations, you can see 
the influences are very obvious. 
He translated "Apollinaire." He 
translated lots of the Surrealists, 
Breton and Louis Aragon. When you 
read his translations of those poets, 
it sounds more like him than, say, 
some other Turkish poet. He didn't 
change those poets into some genre 
of Turkish poetry the way it's often 
popular to translate current poets 
into the popular idiom of poetry; 
in whatever country you're in or 
whatever language you're writing in, 
you try to make it feel as though they 
were writing in your language, and 
he didn't do that so much with the 

French poets. They still sound kind 
of French, but mostly they sound like 
him and his poetry.
How do you feel about that as a 
translator?
Oh, I like that. You have to 
compromise to a certain extent so 
that people will read it. If you want 
more than one or two to read it, 
you usually have to draw them in 
somehow. The way most translators 
do it is by making it sound like other 
popular poets in their own language.

What also attracts me to Süreya 
is that his poetry is personal, but 
there's very little of “I” in it, and 
where there is it's just a mention 
before he goes on with whatever 
he's talking about. I mean, he's very 
present, you can always hear his 
voice, but it's very little. 
I usually noticed him in there 
when he says, “we,” like in the 
first poem, “Fame,” and, to 
paraphrase, in “Did your mother, 
father die this way?  Mine did 
too.”
That poem's interesting because 
that is an actual, personal anecdote 
about his own father. It's very 
psychosexual, could be very 
confessional but it's all in second 
person:  “Did your father ever die?”  
It's an interesting story, the one 
about the hamam. The interesting 
thing is that it was actually based on 
a real anecdote. He told one of his 
friends that he saw his father naked, 
and it was disappointing. 
Is there a glimpse of hope that 
Turkish poetry will be translated 
more often now?
I hope so. There are a lot of amazing 
poets writing in Turkey. I don't even 
have enough time to read as much 
as I'd like. When I look at the people 
writing in Turkey and you look at 
the stuff you find in America, it's so 
much better. There's so much less 
confessional poetry here. 
What does this type of poetry 
discuss instead?
A lot of the poets that I've been 
reading lately really take on 
philosophical issues. I'm reading 
a book by Oruç Aruoba, which 
is basically rewriting one of 
Wittgenstein's books using Turkish 
imagery and his own personal 
thoughts. Lâle Müldür, who I'm 
translating, often takes up Turkish 
history and kind of [examines] it 
through her own weird personal life. 
There's "Küçük Iskender," who's 
very popular right now. He puts out 
two or three books a year. He writes 
Oscar Wilde-style epigrams, but 
he also writes short stories and he 
wrote this open letter to Baudelaire 

that's a meditation on Turkish poetry 
and its relation to the rest of the 
world. Turkish poetry is like, “the 
world is new” and they're going to 
go out and do everything, whereas a 
lot of English language poetry is like, 
“Oh my horrible childhood.”

Donny Smith and Ersan Üldes, 
February 26, 16.30, Molly’s Café, 
(0212) 245 16 96. Camekan 
Sokak, No. 7, Galata, Beyoğlu. 
mollyscafeistanbul.wordpress.com

Chasing a giant
Maria Eliades and Donny Smith discuss one 
of the stranger members of the “Ikinci Yeni”  
(a literary movement from the 1950s),  
Cemal Süreya

Strange Days  
 
Donny Smith's and Abbas 
Karakaya's translation of Cemal 
Süreya's "Üvercinka" (Indiana 
University Press) is the first 
project to give English readers 
Süreya's complete text, which is 
a tremendous gift. Their work not 
only contextualizes Süreya with 
his contemporaries, but is one 
of the most vivid interpretations 
of the difficult poet's verse. The 
strength of their work can be felt 
at the end of the opening poem, 
“Fame”:

It’s becoming a red horse my 
breath
I know from my face’s burning
We have nothing our nights are 
short
At a gallop we should make love

Your throat catches at the last 
line, which is, surprisingly, the 
most discreet display of sexuality 
in this showcase of women, 
bodies and the dark joys of being.

"Üvercinka" is available at 
Pandora Books.

Breakout Artist 
Ersan Üldes's first novel, "Yerli Film" (Domestic Film, 1999), won 
him the Inkılap Bookstore Novel Award. Since then, the award-winner 
began writing book reviews for newspapers and magazines and has 
written two more novels, including "Zafiyet Kuramı" (The Theory of 
Infirmity, Plan B, 2007), which has gotten him a spot in the anthology, 
"Best European Fiction 2011" (Dalkey Archive, 2010) and a mention 
in The New York Times.  Üldes will be reading an excerpt at Molly's 
Café this month with Donny Smith.


